
• The idea of  inclusion
• Origin of  the words: integration vs.inclusion
• History of  Inclusion in the school system: 

disability , students with special needs
• Inclusion for migrants (= allophones students)
• Statistics and legislation
• Good practice: examples projects and 

experiences

Migration in Brescia and 
best Practices of  
Inclusion in Education



This EU's Erasmus+ program will enable to 
give students - from 5 countries  Denmark, 

Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Turkey - a better 
understanding of  the process of  dealing with 
refugees and their rights, essential to develop 

a greater European identity.



The words used by the media referring to 
immigrants or refugees can have a profound 
effect on how we think.

Foreigners translated in straniero 
same etymology as strano

Stranger Strange 
unusual, odd, curious, funny, bizarre, weird , untypical, 

unexpected, unfamiliar, anomalous,

Βάρβαρος = Stutterer someone who is not 
able to speak the language correctly
latin barbarus



The media is often used as a tool for 
persuasion. Because it is a source 
of  authority, we often take it for 
granted without questioning or 
challenging it. 

people with a migrant background



According to the study Ipsos Mori, 
Italy is the country in EU where the beliefs, 
convictions, opinions regarding immigration are 
very far from reality

The discrepancy between facts and  thinking in 
the public opinion  is the greatest in Europe

The greatest rate of  ignorance



The majority of  Italian citiziens believes that
the immigrants in Italy are about 30 %   and 
among them 20 % are Muslims



Immigrants are 8% and Muslims 4%



«wave of  immigration»

Threat
Danger
Menace



If «strangers» are a danger or a threat
The social pattern to  relate to diversity in 
the past was as following



Don Milani was a turning point in 
the protest and strong criticism
against a school not promoting
social economic inclusion



https://youtu.be/2Lexadgp1B0?t=43

As a teacher at school
I must be fair. it doesn’t matter if the 
parents of  my pupils are rich or poor. 
I need to judge them in the same way. 
If pupils deserve a bad mark they’ll
receive it,  despite the social group
they belong to.



That’s an awful mistake: 
doing equal parts 
among unequal,  
is unfair! 



Evolving  from Special Needs Education and 
its philosophy, the discussion on “integration” 
was brought forward to counteract exclusion 
and discrimination of  children with disabilities

Only in 1977 did law   n° 517 state that all
pupils can attend the normal standard school
system abolishing special classes in order to 
avoid segregation of  children with disabilities



School is recognized as the best environment
helping children and teens to devenlope themselves
also emphasizing the social value of  education and 
the crucial role of  school in educating everyone to 
interface with different kinds of  diversity

15 years later the law no. 104 - specifying that
people with disabilities can follow a plan for a 
normal life not only at school but generally in society 
- improves inclusive   facilities (workplace, 
communication a.s.o.)



the revolution on “integration” was brought 
forward  targeting other disadvantaged learner 
groups like migrants, cultural and linguistic 
minorities, etc.



We moved from the idea of  integration to the 
idea of  inclusion



A dual focus is required, not only including all 
people but strengthening the knowledge, skills 
and behaviours needed to fully accept, support 
and promote the differences in society. 
Inclusion of  everyone ensures that all people
can take part in society and 
the focus on diversity ensures that
everybody can take part on their own terms.



INTEGRAZIONE            INCLUSIONE

INTE  RAZIONE

Interazione

inter
between among
mutually
reciprocally



Look at this map !



China the territory in the middle



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDLbHlc8xEA



Rilevazione presenze alunni con cittadinanza non italiana a.s. 
2015/2016 - Dati aggiornati al maggio 2016

Liceo «Bagatta « Desenzano 

Totale alunni Alunni 
stranieri 

Neo ingressi 
NAI

% DI ISTITUTO 
PRESENZE 
STRANIERI

962 53 16



- Rilevazione presenze alunni con cittadinanza non italiana a.s. 2014/2015 - Dati aggiornati al maggio 
2015

ISTITUTO

Totale alunni IC Totale 
stranieri IC

TOTALE NAI IC % PRESENZE STRANIERI

IC 1 DESENZANO 1.556 258 15 16,58

IC 2 DESENZANO 1.781 308 22 17,29

IC VOBARNO 1.121 321 7 28,64

IC VILLANUOVA 600 122 10 20,33

IC SABBIO 1.183 230 10 19,44

IC BEDIZZOLE 1.403 308 3 21,95

IC PREVALLE 635 224 18 35,28

IC NUVOLENTO 1.093 155 4 14,18

IC VESTONE 992 259 16 26,11

IC BAGOLINO 644 40 2 6,21

IC GAVARDO 1.098 280 15 25,50

IC LONATO 1.546 290 20 18,76

IC SALO 980 147 4 15,00

IC GARGNANO 1.097 214 2 19,51

IC VALTENESI MANERBA 1.752 196 13 11,19

TOTALE 17.481 3.352 161 16,67











How many
students are CNI  
NON ITALIAN 
CITIZENSHIP



EU institutions have urged the Member States 
to adopt policies on education by guaranteeing 
free, universal and quality education







http://www.miur.gov.it/documents/20182/1094704/linee_guida.zip/2dafcc5e-
5f30-42a5-b714-1a522de40352

Italian policies on education 
guidelines from the Ministery of  Education 



2007







• avoiding any delay in the school career 

 encouraging early childhood education 
 let newcomers start  their schooling immediatly

• involving families in shaping the best schooling for their
children

• preventing from segregating foreigners in some 
classes or in some schools (ghettos )

• organising a good orientation to the higher education 
(secondary schools and university )



• promoting intercultural education 

• adapting contents in the curricula

• supporting the learning of  Italian as a second
language (language of schooling) 

both learning the language as a subject and learning italian
as vehicular language for the different subjects

• appreciating all mother tongues and enhancing
their learning

• spreading best practises





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABk8Hq-lE4Q









https://vimeo.com/67448623
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuM47UtYYMI



An  intercultural fashion show allows us  
to appreciate clothes designed and 
created by the students of  the fashion 
classes of   the vocational institute 
«Fortuny«  in  Brescia
The workshop activity involved, in 
particular,  foreign students, in 
producing traditional clothes related to 
their cultural  area : Pakistan, India, 
Ghana, China, Russia. 
This activity allowed them to enhance 
design skills and manual crafts, as well 
as to acquire specific techniques of  
industrial processing.







https://play.google.com/books/reader?id=2fDzDQAAQBAJ&hl=it&pg=GBS.PP1











These kinds of  projects aim at

increasing the learning of   the Italian language in a non 
conventional way

students become aware of  

• the universal value of  arts as a symbolic
language

• the value of   their own cultural traditions

helping young people to express their creativity

interacting with cultural associations situated in the 
area and promoting cultural artistic events



www.generativita.it/it/story/2012/07/16/penny-wirton-a-scuola-daccoglienza/28/

A particular school

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=142&v=8qrcI9puWoA



Thanks for your attention
silviaprimi@gmail.com


